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Introduction
In this document, we demonstrate the use of the tool that has been developed to assess speech
recognition in quiet and in noise outside of the clinical setting in adult cochlear implant users.
Assessment of speech recognition in the home environment is effectuated by
‐ instructing the cochlear implant user how to connect the cochlear implant processor to the tablet on
which the assessment tool runs (1)
‐ a user friendly design of the user interface (2‐3‐4)
‐ offering feedback to the user about the test results: presenting the outcomes of different test
moments in a graph (5)
‐ signaling drops in performance by offering feedback to the user when the outcome of the speech
recognition in noise task differs significantly from the outcomes of earlier assessments (6)

Detailed information about the tool has been reported in separate documents:
 User feedback on the design and feasibility [SHiEC Additional report WP3 – Remote testing_user
panel]
 Technical requirements of the tool [CATS functional specification]
 User study to determine the feasibility and reliability of the assessment tool for testing in the
home environment [SHiEC Deliverable 3.2 – Validation of a remote speech recognition tool in
adults CI users]
 Cut‐off values, sensitivity and specificity of the digits‐in‐noise test, and the procedure to present
the results of the remote tests to the CI user [SHiEC Additional report WP3 – Development of
feedback to the user]
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1. Connecting the cochlear implant processor to the tablet
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2. Starting the CATS tool (Cochlear Acoustic Test Software) for self‐testing
a. Opening the CATS‐tool from the desktop

b. Screen for opening the first task: recognition of words in quiet, test 1
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3. Performing the tasks for word recognition in quiet
a. Instructions

b. Screen to start the test
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c. Screen with keyboard to enter the responses

d. Feedback during the test when a user has not pressed Next yet (‘Enter your response or press
Next’)
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e. Screen after finishing the test (‘Ready!’)

f.

Screen for opening the next task: recognition of words in quiet, test 2
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4. Performing the task for digit‐triplet recognition in noise
a. Screen for opening the next task: recognition of digits in noise

b. Instructions
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c. Screen to start the test

d. Test screen with keyboard to enter the responses
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e. Feedback during the test after entering three digits (‘Press Next’)

f.

Feedback during the test after entering less than three digits (‘Enter three digits and press
Next’)
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g. Screen after finishing the test (‘Ready!’)

h. Screen after completion of all tasks
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5. Feedback to the user on the outcomes of the test
In contrast to speech recognition testing in a clinical setting, the outcomes of home assessment
need to be interpreted automatically and then presented directly to the CI user. When core
outcome values are presented to a patient without indicating that there is normal variance around
the measured value, patients may incorrectly interpret differences within normal variance as real
progression or real deterioration of their abilities. Therefore, the results of the remote tests are
presented to the CI user in a way that prevents misinterpretation.

5.1.

Feedback on performance in speech recognition in quiet

Score [percentage correct]

At each moment of testing, speech recognition in quiet is assessed with two lists of CVC words. After
each list, the percentage phonemes correct is shown to the patient. To allow a patient insight in the
development of his speech recognition abilities over time, the overall outcome of a testing moment
is represented by a vertical bar with a mean value corresponding to the average score on the two
lists and a length of twice the standard deviation.

Time

5.2.

Feedback on performance in speech recognition in noise

Speech recognition in noise is assessed with one measurement of the SRT using the digits‐in‐noise
test. As the outcome value of the digits‐in‐noise test (i.e., the signal to noise ratio at which a user
repeats 50% of the digit triplets correctly) is hard to interpret for a layman, the test result is
categorized into one of seven categories (A – G) . The procedure for categorizing each test result is
described into detail in [SHiEC Additional report WP3 – Development of feedback to the user]. The
outcomes of various test moments are presented in a categorical plot.
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6. Signaling drops in performance for the speech in noise task (red flag)
The digits‐in‐noise test can also be used as a screening test for CI users who experience a deterioration
in performance. A simulation study was performed to define a procedure that is sensitive and specific
enough for this screening purpose. Details of this procedure are described in [SHiEC Additional report
WP3 – Development of feedback to the user].
In the screening version of the digits‐in‐noise task, the user receives feedback on the outcome as
follows:
‐ In case of a ‘pass’:
“Your score is within normal limits.”
‐ In case of a ‘refer’:
“Your score is not as good as expected. Please contact your CI team to discuss the results.”
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